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Abstract
This paper presents a strategy for reverse engineering that uses a coordinate measur
ing machine to reconstruct threedimensional sculptured surfaces  A rough initial
model of the surface is generated manually  An iterative method is then used to
re	ne the surface model until the error is within a desired bound  The reverse
engineering process is broken down into three phases
 data acquisition surface
reconstruction and surface evaluation  For data acquisition an exhaustive search
algorithm is used to 	nd a safe probe orientation in the vicinity of the target
surface and a coarse cell decomposition method is followed to manipulate the
coordinate measuring machine in its work space  Surfaces are modeled using a
Bspline approximation technique  The position dierence between the surface
model and the measured data is used as a simple criterion to evaluate the quality
of the reconstructed surface model 
Several examples of the use of this technique are presented including a sculp
tured pocket a model of compressor blade surfaces and two physical models of the
human bones  Criteria for evaluating the performance of the obstacle avoidance
algorithm are discussed and the results are presented  In addition the quality of
the surface models is also presented 
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a strategy for reverse engineering that uses a coordinate
measuring machine to reconstruct threedimensional sculptured surfaces  A rough
initial model of the surface is generated manually  An iterative method is then
used to re	ne the surface model until the error is within a desired bound  The
reverse engineering process is broken down into three phases
 data acquisition
surface reconstruction and surface evaluation  For data acquisition an exhaustive
search algorithm is used to 	nd a safe probe orientation in the vicinity of the
target surface and a coarse cell decomposition method is followed to manipulate
the coordinate measuring machine in its work space  Surfaces are modeled using
a Bspline approximation technique  The position dierence between the surface
model and the measured data is used as a simple criterion to evaluate the quality
of the reconstructed surface model 
Several examples of the use of this technique are presented including a sculp
tured pocket a model of compressor blade surfaces and two physical models of the
human bones  Criteria for evaluating the performance of the obstacle avoidance
algorithm are discussed and the results are presented  In addition the quality of
the surface models is also presented 
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CHAPTER  
INTRODUCTION
Reverse engineering is the task of accurately producing a computational and
functional model from an existing physical object  Because it is usually the case
that one wants to make the measured object accuracy of the model is paramount 
This research focuses on a subset of the reverse engineering task that of using
a coordinate measuring machine CMM to measure sculptured surfaces and to
reconstruct these surfaces into CADCAM models  There are two stages for a
typical reverse engineering system
 data acquisition and object modeling  The work
presented here combines those stages into a single integrated process that iterately
updates the model based on acquired data and new samples are estimated based
on the current model 
Data acquisition methods can be classi	ed into two categories
 remote sensing
and tactile sensing  Remote sensors include cameras and range 	nders  Cameras
usually produce digitized grayscale intensity images as sensor data and range
	nders produce depth maps which are arrays of values that describe the distances
from the sensor to the object within the 	eld of view  Remote sensing methods can
acquire data in a short amount of time and produce dense data sets  Tactile sensors
acquire data by physically touching the object  Coordinate measuring machines are
an example of tactile sensors  Tactile sensing techniques are usually time consuming
and produce sparse data however the accuracy of data produced using CMMs
currently surpasses that of commonly available remote sensing techniques 
Object modeling requires a scheme to represent the object and methods to
reconstruct the object from measured data  There are many methods to represent
threedimensional objects    One particular method of interest is the surface
boundary representation  The surface boundary representation method de	nes the
object by de	ning the threedimensional surfaces that bound the object  Three
dimensional surfaces can be represented using explicit functions one speci	c form
being the parametric function

S  fx y z 
 x  hu v y  gu v z  fu v u vD

Dg   
Bspline surface representation is an example of parametric functions 
Unlike remote sensing approaches the most dicult aspect of data acquisition
using the CMM is obstacle avoidance  Because measurements using the CMM
require controlled contact of the probe with the object the CMM will come in
close proximity of the object and the risk of unexpected collisions is high  Without
a robust algorithm collision and damage to the object or the CMM are possible 
Also there is no reason to perform surface reconstruction if data cannot be acquired
accurately and consistently  In addition a safe obstacle avoidance algorithm can
be used for automated inspection tasks  The quality of the model depends on the
data acquired and the reliability of the data acquisition algorithm and a plan for
data sampling depend on the estimated surface model  Therefore the two phases
of the reverse engineering process are interdependent 
The reverse engineering process is developed and integrated into the Alpha 
geometric modeling system   Alpha  modeling system is developed by the
Alpha  project in the University of Utah  This integration enables the reverse
engineering process to bene	t from the interaction simulation representation and
manufacturing capabilities of the modeling system  Hence the integrated capability
in Alpha  supports the strategy adopted in this research 
For the remainder of this thesis object will always refer to the physical piece
being measured  Obstacles are physical objects that are potential collision threats 
Example of obstacles are the object itself the calibration ball and supporting
structures used to secure the object  Model will refer to estimated computer model
of the object and surface normal refers to the normal vector of a point on a surface 
In Chapter  a surface reconstruction processSuRP using the CMM is pre
sented as well as a brief survey of other approaches  In Chapter  data acquisition
issues using the CMM including path planning and obstacle avoidance problems
are discussed and an implementation method is presented  Chapter  discusses the
problems and solutions of surface reconstruction using sparse data sets  In Chap
ter  problems of veri	cation and evaluation are discussed  Experimental results
and performance evaluation are presented in Chapter   Finally the conclusion and
the potential research topics are identi	ed in Chapters  and  
CHAPTER 
OVERVIEW
Other attempts have been made to reconstruct threedimensional objects using
a variety of techniques as described in      and   There are other
researches using tactile sensors for object recognition and sensor fusion tasks 
   However CMMs are not currently a favored device for reverse engineering
tasks  Many feel that it is too time consuming even though the precision of the
measurements surpass that of the range data  Currently CMMs are used in a
variety of inspection and quality control tasks as described in    and  
A CADCAM system capable of manufacturing an object measured by a CMM was
proposed by Lee Chen and Lin   Their system employed a twostage surface
	tting technique  They use Ferguson surface with a set of coarse points and then a
least square method when they have recovered enough points  Their system uses a
threeaxis CMM and compensates for probe error  Kwok and Eagle  produced
a reverse engineering system using a threeaxis CMM to measure features such as
lines planes and circles  However their work focused on linking the CMM with
existing CAD software and measurements were accomplished manually 
In section   and section   the CMM used for this research is described and
the surface reconstruction system is presented 
  Coordinate Measuring Machine
CMMs are typically 	veaxis robots which are capable of moving in three
dimensional cartesian space as well as providing roll and pitch rotation of the probe
at the end of the actuator  It acquires data by physical contact using a probe  This
research uses a COordinate MEasuring RObot COMERO CMM manufactured
by Fanamation in Compton California  The COMERO is built speci	cally for
inspection and can only be controlled using a builtin Coordinate Measurement
Inspection SoftwareCMIS  CMIS is an implementation of the Dimensional Mea
suring Interface Speci	cation DMIS standard ANSICAMI  developed
by Computer AidedManufacturing International CAMI for CMMs   The only
sensor used in this reasearch is the PH touch probe from Renishaw 
Components of the probe are shown and de	ned in Figure    The physical
size of the cylinder joint and z beam component are 	xed but dierent sizes of the
stylus can be utilized depending on the object being measured  The cylinder is a
cylinder  inches long and  inch in diameter and the joint is a sphere  inch in
diameter  The zbeam can be approximated by a  inch by  inch by inch
box  A stylus is de	ned by its length and the diameter of the stylus ball 
The stylus ball is part of the stylus and data acquisition occurs when the stylus
contacts the object  The center of the stylus ball is considered the contacting position


conpos but not every contacting position is valid  A contacting position is













Figure    Probe components
If the contacting position is valid then this position is the measurement position


meapos  Veri	cation of the contacting position is presented in section     It
should be clear that the measurement position is never the same as the real position


realpos of the surface and this dierence between the measurement position and
real position is the probe error  Figure   illustrates the dierences between various
positions  For a valid contact the probe error 

proerr is the distance between the







For a valid contact the length of

proerr is the radius of the stylus ball and the
direction is the surface normal of

realpos  Because the radius of the stylus ball is
known the surface normal of

realpos needs to be determined to recover

realpos 
One approach is to approximate the surface normal of

realpos by measuring three
points around the











Figure    Valid and invalid probe contacting positions
plane formed by these three points  The alternative approach is to use the surface
model of the model  With this approach the quality of the model needs to be
assured for the resultant

realpos to be meaningful 
The range of motion in the COMERO coordinate system is from  to  inches in
the X and Y directions and  to  inches in the Z direction  The range of roll angles









also in increments of  
 
  The rotational limits are shown in
Figure    A measurement program written in CMIS is needed to run COMERO 
CMIS provides the ability to manipulate the probe under 	veaxis control and to
measure points or other features given an approximate position and a search space 
Because CMIS was developed for inspection there are some limitations when it is
used for reverse engineering tasks  CMIS programs are topdown programs with
no builtin conditional branch and error recovery mechanisms  In other words the
program is written in the form of Do A Do B Do C    etc If for instance task B










Figure    Pitch and roll rotational limit of the probe
further measurements are possible  Because CMIS is used for reverse engineering it
is possible that certain statements in the measurement program cannot be executed
because of an inaccurate knowledge of the environment  All possible scenerios of
invalid measurements are investigated in section    Another limitation of working
in the CMIS environment is that measurement tasks cannot be performed in real
time 
 SuRP Architecture
The proposed methodology recognizes the limitations of the CMM and uses
an iterative strategy  At each iteration the following tasks are performed
 the
available data are considered regions to re	ne are decided upon some new samples
are selected a CMIS program is produced to measure new samples the CMIS
program is executed and new data are veri	ed and combined with previous data
for next iteration  The schematic of the system is presented in Figure   and a
step by step description follows

  The 	rst step is to acquire a rough model of the object  This initial estimate
could be the result of some remote sensing system for a fully automated
system  However presently the data are acquired from operator controlled
measurements of the object  The initialmodel should include extremal points of
the object to ensure the high frequency components of the object are included 
  With these initial data a model is produced  SuRP uses a Bspline surface
approximation function to estimate the model  Function

Psu v de	nes a
position on the model given the parameter u v  A description of this
procedure and the function

Psu v are presented in Chapter  
  The model is evaluated to test if the model passes the model tolerance criteria

































Figure    SuRP system architecture

dance between measured data and the model must be established  This map
ping process is presented in section     Evaluation criteria and algorithms
are presented in section    
  If the results of the evaluation show that some regions of the model still need
improvement a set of new points on the surface in those regions is selected for
measurement  This is discussed in section    
  Given these sets of points it is usually possible to plan a collision free path in
order to measure these positions  This is discussed in Chapter   If is is not
possible to 	nd a path for some proposed measurements these positions are
not measured 
  Once new data are acquired it is veri	ed as a valid measurement of the object 
This is discussed in section    
  Finally new and old data are merged and a new iteration is initiated by
returning to step  
CHAPTER 
DATA ACQUISITION
The main problems of data acquisition using the CMM are obstacle avoidance
and path planning important issues in the mobile robots and automation communi
ties  Published collision avoidance algorithms can be classi	ed into two categories

free space methods     and potential methods    
In the free space method the work space is partitioned into free spaces and
obstacles  The algorithm then searches for a path within the free spaces  Free
space approaches are guaranteed to 	nd a collision free path if the path exists 
However computation time increases exponentially as the degrees of freedom of
the robot increase  Most of the research using free space method concerns the
representation of the free space such as freeways described by Brooks  or cell
decomposition method described by Zhu and Latombe  
On the other hand the potential method typically searches for a collision free
path by utilizing two potential functions  The 	rst function the progress function
determines the progress toward the destination and the other function the obstacle
avoidance function determines the distance between the manipulator and obstacles 
The most dicult aspect of the potential method is the de	nition of the potential
function for obstacle avoidance especially for complex obstacles with free form
surfaces  Another disadvantage of the potential method is that a path is not
guaranteed due to local minima that may exist in the obstacle avoidance potential
functions  Most of the research involves the de	nition of the potential function
using polyhedral obstacles  However Kim and Khosla  used concepts from the

theory of incompressible uid dynamics and introduced a potential function and a
panel method to approximate the potential 	eld with complex obstacles 
To evaluate the usefulness of various published techniques in the CMM environ
ment it is important to understand how the CMM moves within its workspace and
the speci	c applications  For a given probe orientation the CMM moves from one
position to another in a straight line  To change the probe orientation the probe is
rotated about the joint as shown in Figure    It is not possible to change probe
orientation and move in threedimensional Cartesian space at the same time due
to the limitations of the CMIS environment  A typical CMM movement sequence
to measure a point consists of the following steps as outlined in  and  and
it is shown in Figure  

  From a prior position the probe is moved to the approach position  The
approach position 





move to retract position
contact at real position
move toward expected position


























epos is the expected position  Expected position is where the measure
ment is expected and it is derived from the model  For SuRP the expected







Psu v is the equation of the surface model 

Avec the approach







the approach distance are de	ned in the CMIS program by the user 
  From

apos the probe is moved toward

epos in a straight line along

avec in
the opposite direction  The probe advances until contact with the object is
detected 
The probe is allowed to search for the object along the

avec within a speci	ed
search distance sdist  Sdist is also de	ned in the CMIS program by the user 
If no contact are detected at the end of the search distance the CMIS program
halts 
  Once contact is established the probe moves away from the object in the
direction of

avec to the retract position 









where redist is the retract distance speci	ed by the user in the CMIS program 
This research adopted an approach for data acquisition similar to the global
and local planner proposed by Hwang and Ahuja  by breaking it down into
two components
 the external path planning and the internal obstacle avoidance 
Obstacles are represented by their bounding boxes  External path planning deals

with movements of the probe from one position to another outside the bounding
boxes and will utilize free space method because it guarantees a collision free path 
Internal obstacle avoidance investigates the probe path within an obstacle bounding
box in order to perform measurements and uses an exhaustive search method that
combines a hypothesis and test algorithm and potential 	eld concepts 
  Internal Obstacle Avoidance
The internal obstacle avoidance scheme attempts to 	nd an approach probe and
a measurement probe to measure a speci	c position on the object  A measurement
probe is de	ned by its expected position and the probe orientation  An approach
probe is de	ned by the measurement probe the approach position and the search
distance  Probe orientation is the pitch and roll angle of the probe  For simplicity
the retract distance is always set to equal the approach distance  Once these
parameters are determined for a single measurement the movement of the probe
is restricted to the steps shown in Figure    Therefore a set of probe parameters
must be speci	ed for every measurement before the external path planning can be
executed  Probe parameters include the expected position the probe orientation
the approach vector the approach distance and the search distance  These param
eters de	ne the measurement and approach probes and are required to determine
the location and path of the probe in a measurement cycle 
Many diculties exist for adopting published methods for internal obstacle
avoidance  Unlike most obstacle avoidance applications such as mobile robot path
planning where the goal is simply to have the robot as far away from any obstacles
as possible the manipulator for SuRP is always in the neighborhood of the obstacle
and controlled contact with the object is always required  The cell decomposition
method would be time consuming and inecient due to the complexity of the
object and high degree of freedom of the probe  The potential method presents a

problem of 	nding a valid potential function and describing potential surfaces in a
threedimensional setting for a sculptured surface  In addition the model used to
perform obstacle avoidance is an approximation of the object  A useful algorithm
needs to be able to work with incomplete knowledge of the environment and satisfy
the criteria of robustness eciency and safety 
A robust algorithm must work for a variety of surfaces and it should guarantee
a solution for any measurement on any surface if such a solution exists  In this





MEAS is the number of solutions predicited by the internal obstacle algorithm
and ATTEMPTS refers to number of desired measurements  The eciency of an
internal obstacle avoidance algorithm can be de	ned in two ways
 computational
and measurement  A computational ecient algorithm measures eciency of the
obstacle avoidance algorithm in the traditional sense  Measurement eciency
measures the eciency of the manipulator programs produced by the obstacle
avoidance algorithms  A obstacle avoidance algorithm produces a list of commands
for the manipulator and measurement eciency measures the eciency of this list
of commands  The optimization of measurement eciency is usually built into
the obstacle avoidance algorithm and is device and task dependent  For SuRP
one of the goals of internal obstacle avoidance is to 	nd a probe orientation for
every required measurement  Because each new orientation requires calibration for
accuracy the obvious goal of measurement eciency is to minimize the number
of probe orientations needed for a given list of measurements  The measurement






where ORI is number of probe orientations used  Finally a safe algorithm should
produce the list of manipulator commands that is collision free  The safety of an





where COLLISION is the number of collisions 
There are tradeos between robustness vs  safety and safety vs  eciency
and the implemented internal obstacle avoidance algorithm attempts to balance
these three criteria  For example a conservative algorithm might produce probe
parameters that are guaranteed to be collision free  However the requirement for
safety might constrain the algorithm such that it cannot determine valid probe
parameters for most measurements  The search for a safe orientation might also re
quire the algorithm to consider all possible orientations and this search is obviously
inecient 
The implemented algorithm utilizes a conservative approach  It is an exhaustive
search algorithm that is computationally inecient but robust  The algorithm
searches through a list of prede	ned orientations for measurement eciency until a
set of probe parameters satis	es a predetermined safety threshold to assure safety 
The reason to use a conservative algorithm is simple
 any collision might damage
the object or the probe  Furthermore because the overall method is iterative any
measurements that cannot be measured at one iteration is still available for mea
surement during the next iteration due to the improvement in the understanding
of the environment 
   Search Strategy
The algorithm used is a hypothesize and test algorithm that uses the exhaustive








































Compare and Save the Safest Parameters
Figure    Flowchart for internal obstacle avoidance algorithm

might not be computationally ecient however it does satisfy the criteria of
robustness measurement eciency and safety  It achieves measurement eciency
and robustness by imposing a list of search orientations beginning with primary
orientation then proceeds to secondary and so on  The primary orientations have
roll and pitch angles that are multiples of 
 
  Secondary orientations are multiples
of 
 






are used for the remainder of the search
list  With consideration of all possible orientations robustness is achieved  The
measurement eciency is accomplished by searching in an orderly way so that a
few primary orientations can be used to measure most of the object  A set of rules
is used to determine the validity and safety of each parameter being considered  A
description of the algorithm is as follows

  The algorithm is given an expected position and the model  There are no best
hypothesized approach probe and measurement probe 
  The next probe orientation in the search list is retrieved  If the search list is
exhausted return the current best approach probe and measurement probe 
  The validity of the probe orientation is determined by computing the probe
vector of the probe orientation  Probe vector is a unit vector that represents
the center line of the probe at the probe orientation Figure   
If the angle between the probe vector and the surface normal of the expected
position is greater than 
 
 the probe orientation is declared invalid and the
algorithm returns to step   An invalid probe orientation means that the probe
with the probe orientation cannot make the correct contact at the expected
position 
  A measurement probe is generated with the probe orientation at the expected
position  A surfacesurface intersection test is performed between the measure

Surface Tangent
Invalid Approach Vector Region





Figure    Illustration of probe vector and valid orientations
ment probe and the model  If the measurement probe intersects the model
the measurement probe is not safe and the algorithm returns to step  
The surfacesurface intersection test is described in section    
  This step attempts to determine a valid approach position  In equation  
an approach position is de	ned by an approach vector an approach distance
and an expected position  Because the expected position is given the search
narrows down to the approach vectors and approach distance  However
there are in	nite combinations of approach vectors and approach distances
therefore a set of rules is used to test a small subset of all possible vectors
and distances 
The algorithm limits the search of approach vectors to just two vectors  The
preferred approach vector is the surface normal of the expected position  Due
to the uncertainty of the model any other approach vector might not produce
the expected measurement  The other possible candidate as an approach
vector is the probe vector de	ned in step   If the angle between the probe

vector and the surface normal is less than 
 
 the probe vector can be used
as an approach vector when a valid approach position cannot be determined
using the surface normal as the approach vector 
The reason for trying the probe vector is that it has a better probability of
success than any other possible vector  In step  the probe vector is the vector
in the probe orientation and step  showed that a measurement probe is
safe  Moving the probe in the direction of the probe vector involves traveling
through the collision free space de	ned by the measurement probe therefore
it is most likely that the probe vector could produce a valid approach position 
The following steps are used to 	nd the valid approach vector and approach
distance and illustrate in a twodimensional example in Figure   
a Starting from the expected position a ray is cast in the direction of the






Figure    Locating valid approach position

model using a raysurface intersection test  If the ray and the model
intersects the approach distance is chosen to be the half of the distance
between the expected position and the intersection  Otherwise the ap
proach distance is  inch by default 
If the approach distance is less than twice the model error the approach
probe might collide with the object and the algorithm proceeds to step
d  Model error represents the uncertainty of the model and is discussed in
section  
b An approach probe is generated at the approach position de	ned in step a 
Surfacesurface intersection test is performed between the approach probe
and the model  If no intersection is reported the algorithm proceeds to
step  
c If the approach probe intersects the model another approach position is
proposed by halving the current approach distance and proceeding to step
b 
d If the current approach vector is the surface normal of the expected
position the probe vector may be used as the approach vector and step
a is followed  Otherwise no valid approach position can be found for this
probe orientation and the algorithm returns to step  
  The path between the approach probe and the measurement probe needs to
be veri	ed to be collision free  This is done by generating path probes on the
path and using surfacesurface intersection test between each path probe and
the model  If any path probe intersects the model step  is returned to for a
new hypothesis 
  The safety index of the measurement and approach probe is collected  If the
safety index is acceptable the probe parameters are returned  Otherwise the

safety index of the current probe parameters is compared with the stored best
probe parameters and the safer candidate is saved 
The safety index is collected using the surfacesurface intersection test and it
is describe in section    
  Surface
Surface Intersection
To eciently and accurately compute surfacesurface intersection is a dicult
task  However the goal of surfacesurface intersection for SuRP is not to compute
the intersecting curves between two surfaces but to determine whether or not two
surfaces intersects  Furthermore the model is an approximation of the object  It
is acceptable to approximate the surfacesurface intersection between the probe
surface and the model 
The probe is approximated by four minimum bounding volumes one bounding
volume for each component of the probe
 the stylus the cylinder the joint and the
zbeam  The model is approximated by partitioning the entire surface into small
surface patches and the minimum bounding volume for each patch is used to ap
proximate the surface  Intersection between bounding volumes of the probe and the
surface can be easily computed by testing for bounding volume intersection between
bounding volumes of probe components and surface patches  The resolution of the
surface patch approximation is chosen to approximate the density of the measured
data 
A linear search can be used to search for intersection through the entire list of
surface patches  This search method however is extremely inecient  A better
search algorithm would be to utilize a tree search technique and the surface patches
are organized into a tree similar to the OCTTREE encoding   Neighboring
patches are grouped and a larger patch is form by 	nding the union of smaller
patches  This union patch becomes the parent node  Parent nodes can be further

merged into grandparent node  The bounding volume of the entire surface is the
root node of the tree  Figure   shows an example  Patches  are merged to
produce parent nodes ac nodes ac are merged to form node A and B  To search
for intersection each component of the probe is tested against the root node ALL 
If the bounding volume of the root node intersects the probe its children A and
B are tested for intersection  If there are no intersections between a node A for
instance and the probe then its children node  do not need to be tested  The
probe intersects the object if and only if the probe intersects a leaf node  at
the end of the search 
Because the model used is an approximation it is desirable to account for
the error of the model  The intersection test uses bounding volume of the probe
components  If the bounding volumes of the probe components are expanded on all
sides by an additional distance of themodel error the algorithm will have accounted
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Figure    Data structure for surface intersection

  Safety Index
The safety index is used to compute the safety of a measurement probe  Theo
retically the safety of the measurement probe can be de	ned as the minimum sum






































However this is time consuming and dicult to compute  An alternative method
is to use potential 	elds to estimate the safety of a probe by noting its location in
the potential 	elds 
Potential 	elds can be estimated by 	nding the surface oset of the model  In
other words given a surface expand the surface by some oset distance  However
large oset distance could create a potential surface with selfintersection and it is
impractical due to time and memory constraint to extend potential 	elds to cover
the work space  Therefore only one potential 	eld is used in the SuRP implemen
tation and the safety of a probe is determined by a surfacesurface intersection test
between the probe and the potential 	eld 
In section    surfacesurface intersection is computed by 	nding intersections
between surface patches and a probe  Using this approach each intersecting patch
means that for some regions on the probe surface the distance between these regions
and the model is smaller than the oset distance  More intersection patches mean
that more regions on the probe are closer to the model than the oset distance of
the potential 	eld  The goal becomes 	nding a probe with a minimum number of
intersecting patches with the potential 	eld  Then the safety index can be de	ned

as the number of intersections with the surface patches  A lower value of the safety
index means a safer probe Figure   
 External Path Planning
External path planning answers the question of how to move the probe from
one point to another outside of obstacles  Because the CMM is not capable of
realtime manipulation and knowledge acquisation it is assumed that SuRP has
full knowledge of all obstacles in the work space  In most cases the object to be
measured its supporting structures and the calibration ball are the only obstacles
presented in the CMM workspace  By modeling all obstacles as bounding boxes the
tasks of measuring obstacles are reduced to measure a few carefully selected points 
Furthermore this reduction in the complexity of obstacle representation results in
Potential Surface Approximation using Bounding Volume of Surface Patches
Probe B with safety index of 1 is safer than probe A with safety index of 3.
with 3 intersections with potential surface patches with 1 intersection with potential surface patches
Possible measurement Probe BPossible Measurement Probe A 
Surface Model
Figure    Illustration of safety index

an easy method to specify a tolerance distance of the obstacle because the exact
location and shape of obstacles are not known  Another consideration is that an
ecient path in the CMM is a straight line  The delay of the CMM is noticeable
whenever a change of direction is needed  Therefore the optimal path for a CMM
might not be the shortest path involving numerous changes of direction  Rather
the most ecient path could be the path with a minimum number of changes of
directions 
With these considerations the implementation for external path planning will
utilize the free space method because it is easy to partition the work space into a
collection of bounding boxes and the free space method guarantees a solution  The
method of free space partitioning and the path search are described in section   
and section    
  Free Space Representation
The implementation for the external path planning will utilize the free space
method in particular a method of coarse cell decomposition  In this scheme
obstacles and the probe with some speci	ed probe orientation are approximated
by bounding boxes and the work space is decomposed into cells or boxes  By
approximating the probe as bounding boxes the physical size of the probe is taken
into consideration  All bound boxes or cells have the same orientation and for
simplicity they all align with the Cartesian coordinate system 
Cells are classi	ed into three categories
 safe adjacent and obstacle  An obstacle
cell can either have the size and shape of the bounding box approximation of an
obstacle or it can be an adjacent cell that falls partly outside the work space or
intersects other obstacles  Adjacent cells are adjacent to an obstacle cell  It has the
size of the probes bounding box  Within each adjacent cell a position is designated
the node position  The node position represents the stylusball position for the

probe to occupy that adjacent cell  Finally safe cells are spaces not designated
as obstacle or adjacent cells and they are disregarded in this implementation 
Adjacent cells around an obstacle are constructed in the following manner and a
twodimensional example is illustrated in Figure   
  None of the adjacent cells may intersect the obstacle they are adjacent to 
  An adjacent cell may overlap other adjacent cells 
  Any adjacent cell that intersects an obstacle that it is not adjacent to is
categorized as an obstacle cell 
  The faces of the obstacles bounding box are classi	ed into six groups
 xmin
ymin zmin xmax ymax and zmax according to its x y z intersect value 
For example if a bounding box has a face A with plane equation of x  
and face B with plane equation of x   then face A is classi	ed as xmin










2. Locating Corner Adjacent Cells
Figure    Construction of adjacent cells around an obstacle

  Corner adjacent cells are created and placed into the corners partitioned by
the six faces of the obstacles bounding box  It must only share a corner with
its adjacent obstacle 
  Edge adjacent cells are created in a manner such that an edge adjacent cell
shares at least one face with a corner adjacent cell or another edge adjacent
cell and it must also share an edge with the obstacles bounding box  All the
space along the edge of the obstacle must be classi	ed either as an adjacent or
obstacle cell 
  Face adjacent cells are created in a manner such that a face adjacent cell shares
at least one face with an edge adjacent cell or another face adjacent cell and
it must always shares a face with the obstacles bounding box 
To move from one adjacent cell to another the probe is constrained so that it
may only move from one adjacent cell to another if and only if these two adjacent
cells share the same face  This scheme constrains the movements from one adjacent
cell to another in only six directions X   Y and  Z  The resultant
adjacent cells completely surrounds their obstacle  This is desirable because the
manipulator spends most of its time in the vicinity of the object which is also an
obstacle  Adjacent cells also act as a buer so that any time a probe intersects an
adjacent cell it is forced to move in the manner described in section    
Figure   shows an example of the coarse cell decomposition scheme in two
dimensions with three obstacles  One drawback of this technique is that it forces
us to recompute the decomposition for every probe orientation  However since
there are only a few cells to consider and all cells are boxes aligned in the XYZ

















Figure    An example of coarse cell decomposition
 Path Search
Once the free space is decomposed it is possible to use a variety of techniques to
search for an optimal path  The implemented method reduces the problem of path
planning into 	nding collision free path for a single obstacle  The method works by
moving around one obstacle at a time until the destination is reached  An example
of the path search is shown in Figure    A description of the algorithm follows
  Given the globalstarting position and globaldestination position and the
decomposed free space 
  Find the closest adjacent cell to the globalstarting position with a collision
free path  To determine the collision free path between two cells the union of

these two cells are checked to make sure they do not intersect any obstacle cells 
The closest adjacent cell to the globalstarting position is the globalstarting
cell GSTART  The same operation is used to 	nd the globaldestination cell
GDEST using the globaldestination position 
  If the GSTART and the GDEST are adjacent to the same obstacle the single
obstacle avoidance is performed  This operation is described later  If GSTART
and GDEST are the same a path has been found and the algorithm returns
all stored intermediate cell locations 
  If the GSTART and the GDEST are not adjacent to the same obstacle a
localdestination cell LDEST adjacent to the same obstacle as the GSTART
is determined using the same operation outlined in step   The single obstacle
avoidance is performed between GSTART and LDEST 
  Set GSTART equal to LDEST and go to step  
Single obstacle avoidance is a simple way to move the probe bounding volume
around one obstacle cell through a sequence of moving from one adjacent cell to the
another adjacent cell  The allowed movement from one adjacent cell to another is
restricted to  directions X Y  and Z  The algorithm is described
as follows

  A starting adjacent cell SAC and a destination adjacent cell DAC is given 
  If SAC equals to DAC the list of intermediate cells are returned 
  The dierences in SAC and DAC are computed  The dierence is described by
the six direction component  For example if the Cartesian coordinate of the
DAC is  and the SAC coordinate is  then the dierences
are X and Y  

  For one direction dierence if the adjacent cell in this direction of the SAC
is free i e  it is not an obstacle and it has not been visited previously the
probe moves to this cell by setting SAC to this cell location and step  is
then followed 
  If this adjacent cell is not free another direction dierence is chosen 
  If the cell cannot be advanced after trying all directional dierences an at
tempt to advance in the direction of a similar direction is tried  Using the
same example similar directions are X Y  and   Z 
  When all the similar directions are tried and it is still not possible to advance
the algorithm reports failure 
 Data Acquisition Algorithm
Once both components of the data acquisition method are de	ned a method is
needed to link them together  Because the internal obstacle avoidance algorithm
	nds a collision free path within the bounding box representation of the obstacle
and external path planning 	nds a path outside the bounding boxes a method is
required to 	nd a collision free transition in and out of the bounding boxes 
For a desired measurement the data acquisition algorithm 	rst uses the internal
obstacle avoidance routine to 	nd a safe path between the approach probe and
the measurement probe  If the approach probe falls entirely outside the objects
bounding box this position can be used as a destination position for external
path planning  However if the approach probe falls within the objects bounding
box an adjacent probe needs to be determined  The adjacent probe de	nes a
position in the adjacent cells that the approach probe can safely go to in a linear
path  To 	nd such a path an algorithm similar to step  of the internal obstacle
avoidance routine is used  The algorithm assumes that the probe vector can provide

a safe path  A position outside of the bounding box using the probe vector can
be determined and an adjacent probe is hypothesized  Using the pathsurface
intersection algorithm presented in step  in section    the transitional path is
veri	ed  If no safe transition path can be found another set of probe parameters
for this measurement will need to be determined  After adjacent probes have been
de	ned for all measurements external path planning is utilized to move the probe
from one adjacent probe location to another 
CHAPTER 
SURFACE ESTIMATION
In vision and object recognition the surface representation problem has the
bene	t of dense data      However noise and data reduction are as
much of an issue as surface 	tting  Data acquired by the CMM are sparse and
scattered but accurate therefore it seems that approximation or interpolation
techniques from computer graphics literatures   might be appropriate  In
their surface reconstruction system using a CMM Lee et al   essentially used a
least squares method to approximate their data 
For simplicity this system will use a Bspline approximation package from the
Alpha  modeling system   Interpolation techniques might be ideal because real
measured points are available however the shapes of interpolations are inherently
unstable and hard to control 


























de	nes the m by n control points 
S and t are the polynomial degrees used for the blending function 
The measured points are used to approximate a set of curves and these curves
are used as control curves to create an approximated surface  Because control
curves need not be planar and they do not require same number of control points
this approach is more exible than the traditional Bspline approximation method 

Given enough points the approximated surface will converge to interpolating the
data points 
When a model is accepted as 	nal the model computed needs to be corrected
for probe error  This is accomplished by moving all the points on the surface in
the opposite direction of their surface normal by the distance of the radius of the
stylus ball 
  Hierarchical Approximation
One dicult aspect of using an approximation for surface 	tting is that the
approximated surface usually does not pass through data points which is true for
the Bspline method used here when there is sparse data  Because the approximated
surface is used to predict obstacle avoidance and next iteration point sampling a
hierachical approximation technique is implemented to avoid poor approximations 
Bspline curves and surfaces can be controlled by specifying polynomial degrees
of the functions used for the approximation  A 	rst order approximation would
produce linear curves or bilinear surfaces passing through every control point  With
each successively larger order the approximate curve or surface falls further away
from the control points 
In the hierarchical approximation approach the data are 	rst approximated
using cubic Bspline functions  If the distance between the data points and the
approximation is greater than some speci	ed distance criterion the order of the
approximation is reduced by one  This process is iterated until the distance criteria
is satis	ed or the 	rst order approximation is used 
 Data Organization
Another problem with using the Bspline approximation for surface 	tting is that
a rectangular control mesh is required  A control mesh is a twodimensional matrix

of control points  If measured points are used as control points it is not possible to
measure just the points selected to re	ne the model  For an m by n control mesh
Om  n points need to be measured for one desired point in order to maintain
the control mesh  Furthermore geometric order of the control points in the mesh
needs to be maintained otherwise the approximation will behave unpredictably 
For this reason Alpha  control curves  are used  Control curves are Bspline
curves  In this scheme data points are combined into a number of control curves 
These control curves are used to approximate the surface  Each control curve need
not have the same number of control points  Geometric order of the control points
is also kept strictly within the control curve and among the control curves  Let m
be the number of control curves and n be the maximum number of control points
on a control curve  Adding a new point means that in the worst case scenerio
n points are going to be measured  Another advantage of using control curves is
that when some required data are not measured the control curve method can still
produce an approximation 
To create a rectangular control mesh from a set of control curves n is 	rst
determined  For control curves with less than n control points additional control




Once the model has been reconstructed using the measured data it is necessary
to consider how well this model 	ts the data and how well the model compares
to the original object  The second question is an inspection problem and is more
dicult to answer because we do not have a priori knowledge of the object  Even
in inspection tasks where a CADCAM description of the surface is known the
task of veri	cation is under research investigation    In our application we
can answer how well our approximated surface corresponds to the measured data 
This is presented in section     A natural followup to this quesion is how can
the model be improved  This is discussed in section    
Another parameter to consider in performance evaluation is the CMM  There
are a variety of factors that could contribute to the performance of the machine 
Elshennawy et al   provided a list of common factors
 geometric errors thermal
distortion kinematic errors static and dynamic errors work piece errors and probe
work piece interaction  All of these factors are beyond the scope of this research 
However steps can be taken to reduce these eects  For example the CMM can be
installed in a controlled environment to reduced the eect of temperature change
and each probe orientation can be calibrated to ensure accuracy  Also the object
can be mounted on a sti base to reduce errors caused by deection and vibration 
A last consideration is errors caused by the measurement program produced by
the SuRP  This is discussed in section    

  Evaluation
The proposed process is iterative  The concept of iteration is to re	ne the model
at each iteration by gathering more data in the regions of largest discrepancies 
Therefore a method and criteria are needed to evaluate the model with respect to
the measured data 
One obvious criteria for evaluation is the Euclidean distance between data points
and the surface  A mapping between measured points and the estimated surface
is accomplished that is we determine a closest point on the surface to the control
point  The distance between this estimated position and the control point is
considered as position errorposerr 




Psur vr c  
where r and c are the parameters of the control point and u and v are the
mapping functions  Function

Pr c is used to 	nd the position vector of a data
point from the original data set  This function returns the position of the cth
control point on the rth control curve  The range of c depends on the value of r
because not all control curves have the same number of control points  Mapping
functions are de	ned in section    
If poserr of a point is beyond a certain threshold the neighborhood surrounding
this point is measured  If all position errors are within some speci	ed threshold or
converge the system terminates and the surface produced is considered the 	nal
result 
Model error moderr is de	ned as the largest position error for the entire set
of data points in the model  Moderr determines the uncertainty of the model 
moderr  maxfposerrr cjr cg   

   Mapping
Because the distance between the model and measured data points is used as a
criterion for evaluating the goodness of the surface a robust method is needed to
create a mapping between the measured points and surface points  In other words
for every data point






PsUr V r c is minimized subject to the geometric ordering
constraint 
Denition  Ur and V r c maps

Pr c to the model

PsUr V r c









PsUxr V xr c
Ux  U and V x  V  and
U Ux  umin umax and V  V x  vmin vmax
and
if r  r and c  c then Ur  Ur and V r c  V r c
If the surface has an openended condition in both u and v direction then the
mapping between corner data points is simply the corner points of the surface e g 

P  maps to

Psumin vmin  Because the data points on the edge must also
reside on the boundary of the surface the 	rst column of every row 

Pr 	 must
map to the left edge v  vmin of the surface and a search for the mapping is
performed  In other words all

Pr  maps to

PsUr vmin 
Because each row is approximated by a curve all the points on the same row
must share the same u as the 	rst point  In other words Ur is constant for all
data points on rth control curve

Pr 	  The search space is limited again to a
single curve for each row  If the surface has periodic condition the corner points
are localized 	rst by searching in the window centered around the corner points of
the surface 

The mapping algorithm searches in a small partition of the curve for a point
on the curve that minimizes the distance between the two points  The size of the
partition decreases as the mapping is localized  A detail description of the algorithm
follows

  First the algorithm 	nds an expected parametric value EPV  and searches
window size  If n is the number of data points on rth control curve then for
cth points the EPV is compute as




If the curve is openended the window size is zero for the 	rst and last point 





  If the window size is too small the algorithm terminates and
V r c  EPV c  
and
poserrr c  Dc   









PsUr EPV c  windowsize 




PsUr EPV c windowsize 
  If Dc is less than or equal to both Drc and Dlc windowsize is reduced
by a half and step  is repeated 
  If Drc is less then Dc EPV c is set to EPV c  windowsize and step
 is repeated 

  If Dlc is less then Dc EPV c is set to EPV cwindowsize and step 
is repeated 
The result of this mapping is a grid of data  Each value on the grid represents
the error of a control point relative to the surface  A glance at this grid provides
an immediate feedback to the distribution of errors and can be used to devise a
sampling plan 
  Sampling Plan
Once the error mapping is produced a plan is needed to determine the locations
for measurements to improve the model  The goal is to identify the defective points
that are data points with large position errors  More data are measured in the
vicinity of these defective points 
A sampling plan must work with the surface approximation method presented
in section    In section   the surface is approximated using control curves 
The approximated surface cannot be better than the approximated curves used 
Therefore the source of error on a surface could be due to two factors

  Curve point error cpe are errors caused by bad approximation of a control
curve due to a lack of control points 
  Surface point error spe are errors due to bad approxmation of a surface due
to a lack of control curves 
First the tolerance of the acceptablemodel needs to be speci	ed by the operator 
This model tolerance modtol is used to determine new measurements and the
termination of the process  Next a surface error map sem between the data
points and the surface model is produced and the curve error maps cem between
data points and the control curves are also produced  Sem and cem are produced

using the algorithm described in section     With the model tolerance and the
error maps a list of defective points can be determined 
Denition 

Pr c is defective if and only if
cemr c  modtol
or
semr c  modtol
Denition  Defective point








Pr c is spe
Every defective point is remeasured to make sure the error is not caused by a
faulty CMIS program  For each defective point the error is classi	ed into cpe or
spe  If a defective point whose error in the curve error map is at least half the error
in the surface error map this defective point is categorized as cpe otherwise it
is spe  If a defective point is classi	ed as cpe then additional points are sampled
on the control curve of the defective point  For every defective point with cpe
new points are measured and inserted halfway between the defective point and its
neighboring points  However if a defective point is classi	ed as spe a new control
curve is measured between control curve A and B if and only if
  both curve A and B have no defective points with cpe
  at least one defective point with spe on A or B
  curve C a control curve adjacent to the curve with spe defective points also
has no defective points with cpe 
If a new control curve is to be added between curve A and B then the new curve
would have the same number of points as curve A or B whichever is greater 

 Verication
One aspect of veri	cation is the veri	cation of measured data to ensure their
accuracy and all measured data needs to be veri	ed before it can be combined
with old data  Another aspect of veri	cation is to verify the statistical error
measure of the model  Because the new measurements are extracted from a model
with some expected model error the position error between the expected position
and the measurement position should fall within some expected value  These two
veri	cation issues are described in section    and section    
  Data Verication
Even with all of the precautions it is possible that the measurement programs
produced by the system will make mistakes especially in the early iterations when
the knowledge of the object is poor  There are three common type of errors
 missed
measurements collision and mis measurements 
For missed measurements the measurement program attempts to measure a
point on the object that does not exist that is the estimated position from the
model to be measured is not on the object  This is usually caused by poor approx
imation  As mentioned in section  when the CMM is unsuccessful the probe
proceeds to the end of the search and waits  When this occurs the probe must be
triggered manually and the CMIS program would continue  Because the probe is
triggered at the end of the search distance if the distance between the measured and
expected position is approximately the same as the search distance these erroneous
measurements can be detected and deleted by comparing measured and expected
data 
The other possibility is collision between the probe and an obstacle  If the
obstacle is securely 	xed the CMM system would crash and the oending state
ment could be deleted to allow for completion of the measurement program and

data is never measured  However if the probe was able to move the object the
process needs to be restarted from the beginning  It is possible to obtain some
registration points on the original object and the replaced object and compute the
transformation needed    The old model can be transformed such that it will
align with the replaced object  However this transformation would introduce new
errors and the old data might not be compatible with the measurements taken
from the replaced object  To acquire a good model the replaced object would still
need to be remeasured 
Finally mismeasurement occurs when the sensor is triggered prematurely pri
marily when there is an unexpected collision between the stylus component of
the probe and the object  This error can be treated the same way as the missed
measurements  When comparing the expected and measured positions the data are
discarded if the distance between the two is greater than some expected tolerance 
The expected tolerance is set to equal to twice the model error computed from    
This value is chosen for two reasons

  the object might be  model error unit away from the model and
  the extra tolerance is allowed for possibility of a faulty model 
Some mismeasured data might be acceptable  If this happens then we can
expect the model to have some large error and the mismeasured data would be
classi	ed as defective points  Because defective points are remeasured the mis
measured data could be corrected at the future iteration 
Because the search distances are usually greater than the model error a simple
condition can be used to verify the measured data 








Another cause of mismeasurement is the inaccurate model  An inaccurate model
may cause a measurement data to result in crossover  This error is harder to
detect and currently operator intervention is required  Therefore the criterion
in equation   is only a rule of thumb  Because the process is integrated into a
geometric modeler the user may be required to intervene to assure accuracy and
validity of the measured data 
 Model Verication
Once the measurements are veri	ed model veri	cation can be considered  The
concept involves using the new measurements to verify the model from the old data
set  For instance at iteration n the model error computed is determined to be
errmax the measurements using this model are expected to have errors of less than
errmax  If all errors are less than errmax and errmax is less than the predetermined
acceptable tolerance levelmodtol and the new model also has model error of less
than modtol then the model is acceptable  Otherwise at least one more iteration
is needed 
However Nyquist sampling theorem  states that in order to recover a signal
the Nyquist rate the sampling frequency must exceed twice the Nyquist frequency
of the signal  In  Marvasti et al  presented a paper on signal recovery using
nonuniform samples and iterative methods  The problem and the approach are
similar to surface reconstrution issues presented in this thesis  However in their
algorithm they assume the Nyquist frequency of the original signal is known 
Because the Nyquist frequency of the object is not known and would be dicult
to acquire it is possible that the accepted model might not recover some high
frequency components of the object  One way to prevent this error is to make sure
the initial model includes the high frequency component  The other method is to
sample points randomly on the accepted model and the object  These points are

veri	ed to ensure the accuracy of the accepted model  If the randomly sampled
points show unacceptable errors more iterations can be performed 
CHAPTER 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Experiments of the SuRP was performed on a variety of objects
 a sculptured
pocket compressor disk blade surface a plastic model of a human vertebra and a
plastic model of a human femur  Experimental results of these objects are presented
in section   section   section   and section    Performance evaluation of
the SuRP is presented in section   
All computations were performed on a Sun Sparcstation   The COMERO CMM
with a Rennishaw PH touch probe was used to execute the CMIS programs  A
stylus with length of  millimeters   inches and diameter of  millimeters
  inches attached to the probe is used for all experiments  This probe
con	guration is capable of meauring the surfaces on all experimental objects 
  Sculptured Pocket
The sculptured pocket object was designed and manufactured using the Alpha 
modeler  and a threeaxis milling machine  The original object is shown in
Figure   
The entire top surface including the sculptured pocket was subjected to the
reconstruction process  The top surface has surface area of approximately  
square inches  Initially  points were measured on three control curves  The
	rst order control curves are shown in Figure   and Figure   shows the shaded
bilinear surface of the initial model  The initial model has maximum error of
  inches using a third order Bspline surface approximation 

Figure    Original sculptured pocket object
Figure    Initial control curves and control points for the sculptured pocket object

Figure    Two views of the initial sculptured pocket model
Figure   shows the number of data points used to model the sculptured pocket
object at each iteration and Figure   shows a plot of the maximum and average
error at each iteration  These errors are computed using a third order Bspline
approximation  In addition the maximum error of new measurements at each
iteration is also shown  The new measurement errors are position error between the
expected and measured position  The new measurement errors show the con	dence
of the model error at each iteration  If the new measurement error is greater
than the maximum error then the maximum error is not a good estimate of the
model error and more iterations might be required  On the other hand if the new
measurement error is less than the maximum error maximum error may be a good
measure of the model error 
The eciency measures of the internal obstacle avoidance algorithm for every
iteration is shown in Figure    These eciencies were discussed in section   
It took  iterations and about  hours to produce the 	nal model  The
maximum model error of the 	nal result is   inches with  of data points





























































Figure    Plot of eciency of the internal obstacle avoidance algorithm for the
sculptured pocket object
points per square inch  Figure   shows the 	nal reconstructed pool model after
 iterations with sidewalls added  To verify the estimated error of the 	nal model
 randomly selected points were measured  The maximum position error of these
 points is   inches and is less than the expected error 
 Compressor Blade
The compressor blade is the two opposing blade surfaces on an aircraft engine
compressor disk  It was designed and manufactured using the Alpha  modeler 
and a threeaxis machining center  This part includes several planar faces and one
concave sculptured surface and presents a challange to the process because of the
multiple and concave surfaces  The original measured object is shown in Figure   
Only the inside sculptured surface is reconstructed using the SuRP Because
other surfaces can be modeled using planar surfaces  The surface area of the inside
surface is about   square inches  Initially  points on three control curves were

Figure    Two views of the reconstructed sculptured pocket model
Figure    Original compressor blade object

used to produce the initial model  The linear control curves and the bilinear surface
model are shown in Figure   and Figure    The initial model has maximum
error of   inches using cubic Bspline approximation 
Figure   shows the number of points at each iteration  Figure   shows
the maximum average and new measurement errors of the model at each iteration
computed using third order Bspline approximations  The eciency measure of the
internal obstacle avoidance algorithm is shown in Figure   
Approximately  hours were needed to perform  iterations of the reconstruction
process  The model at the end of  iterations is shown in Figure    It has a
model error of   inches with  of points having error of   inches or
less  Fifty randomly sampled points returns maximum errors of   inches 
 Model of a Human Femur
The physical model of a distal end of the human femur was measured as one
continuous surface  The original object is shown in Figure   
Figure    Initial control curves and control points for the compressor blade object
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Figure    Plot of eciency of the internal obstacle avoidance algorithm for the
compressor blade object

Figure    Reconstructed compressor blade model
Figure    Original human femur object

The initial model included  points and maximum error of   inches and
the initial model is shown in Figure   
Figure   shows the number of points at each iteration 
Figure   shows the maximum average and new measurement errors of the
model at each iteration computed using third order Bspline approximations  The
eciency measure of the internal obstacle avoidance algorithm is shown in Fig
ure   
The estimated surface area of the human femur object is about   square
inches  The 	nal model was reconstructed after  iterations with  points and
maximum error of   inches  The elapse time is about  hours  Fifty randomly
sampled points at the end of  iterations shows maximum errors of   inches 
The reconstructed model is shown in Figure   
 Model of a Human Vertebra
The physical model of the thoracic vertebral segment is shown in Figure   
The complexity of the vertebra makes it dicult to acquire the initial model  It is
possible to model the object as one continous surface however with this approach







































































Figure    Plot of eciency of the internal obstacle avoidance algorithm for the
human femur object
Figure    Final human femur model

Figure    Original human vertebra object
a large number of points are required to achieve an usable initial model  On the
other hand if the vertebra object is decomposed into many smaller sections the
discontinuity between individal regions might not produce a visually pleasing model 
Therefore a compromise is reached and the vertebra is measured in two sections

spineT which includes the transverse process lamina and the spinous process
of the segment and spineB which includes the vertebral body  The estimated
surface area of the vertebra object is about  square inches  The combination of
high complexity and small physical dimension makes it a challenging case 
For spineT the initial model contains  data points with maximum error of
  inches and the initial spineB model contains  points with maximum
error of   inches  Figure   shows the initial solid model of the vertebra
object 
Figure   shows the number of data points used to model the spineT section
at each iteration and Figure   shows a plot of the maximum and average error
at each iteration  In addition the maximum error of new measurements using the














































Figure    Plot of maximum and average error vs  iteration for the spineT
section
model at the iteration is also shown 
Figure   shows number of data points used to model the spineB section at
each iteration and Figure   shows a plot of the maximum error average error
and new measurement errors at each iteration 
The eciency measures of the internal obstacle avoidance algorithm is shown in
Figure    The eciency plot shows the combined results from both sections 
After approximately  hours and  iterations the model error is reduced by
about a half  The 	nal SpineT model contains  points with maximum error
of   inches and spineB section contains  points with maximum error of
  inches 
Figure   shows the reconstructed human vertebra model at the end of 
iterations  Visually it is dicult to determine signi	cant improvements from the
initial model  However the 	nal model is a better approximation by comparing
































































Figure    Plot of eciency of the internal obstacle avoidance algorithm
Figure    Two views of the reconstructed human vertebra model

 Performance Evaluation
To validate the process an evaluation of process performance is required  This
evaluation is broken down into three components  First the quality of the recon
structed model is discussed  Next the elapsed time for reconstruction is presented 
Finally the eciencies of the internal obstacle avoidance algorithm is investigated 
Table   shows the statistics of the reconstructed model  It presented the
number of iterations iter  and number of points npts needed to reconstruct
each object the maximum max err  average av er  and standard deviation
SD of position errors in inches for the 	nal model the error of  of the data
points in inches and the density of data points for each model in points per square
inch  Except for one case the maximum errors of reconstructed models are less
than   inches  These values reinforced the visual quality of these models  These
maximumerrors represent the outlier error since  of all data points have error of
about half of the maximum error  In all cases the maximum errors are distributed
around regions of large curvatures or the surface boundaries of the object 
Figures     and   show the reduction of the maximum error which
approaches zero asymptotically as number of iteration increases  Figures    
and   show the number of data points increase exponentially with increasing
Table    Reconstructed model statistics
object iter  npts max err  av er  SD  density
pocket            
blade            
femur            
spineB            
spineT            

number of iterations  These plots reects the inherent limitation of the Bspline
approximation technique  It is possible to decrease the maximum error of a model
to reect the capabilities of the CMM  However with the current implementation
the number of data points required would be astronomical 
Table   shows the time in minutes needed to measured the parts to the
	nal iteration breaking down into three components
 CPU measures the user time
of the obstacle avoidance algorithm and the sampling plan CMIS measures the
time required to calibrate and probe sensors and physically perform measurements
produced by the process and STATS measures the time needed to perform the
mappings and compute the statistics of the model 
The CMIS time shows that the time needed to measure one point stay relatively
constant at approximately   minutes per measurement  This represents the 	xed
cost of the model reconstruction process using CMMs  Surprisingly the mapping
process accounts for the majority of the process time  This shows the ineciency of
the current implementation of the mapping algorithm and perhaps a disadvantage
of using a Bspline approximation technique  The time required to perform internal
obstacle avoidance varies according to the complexity of the objects being measured 
Arguably the most complex object being measured is the vertebra and this is
Table    Total time required for each experiment
object CPU min CMIS min STATS min total min
pocket    
blade    
femur    
vertebra    
TOTAL       

reected in Table   where CPU time accounts for  of the total time required 
The overall performance of the obstacle avoidance algorithm can be evaluated
by combining results of all experiments  Table   shows the overall statistic of
the measurements performed by the CMM  The table shows the number of points
being considered for measurement attempt the number of valid measurements
meas number of points that were not measured because the obstacle avoidance
algorithm was not able to determine a safe probe orientation notmea the num
ber of measurement errors breaking down into three components as described in
section    and the number of probe orientations used ori  Table   shows the
performance evaluation of the internal obstacle avoidance algorithm as de	ned by
equation     and   in section   
The internal obstacle avoidance algorithm has average robustness of   
However from Figure   and Figure   shows that the majority of low robustness
occurs at the early iterations when the model has large model error 
On the average CMIS executes one measurement every   minutes  There are
a total of  measurements performed and  orientations were utilized  This
implies that internal obstacle avoidance algorithm produces about one new probe
orientation for approximately 	ve measurements or the algorithm has measure
ment eciency of   Because each calibration requires 	ve measurements the
Table    Measurement statistics
object attempt meas notmea missed collision mismea ori
pocket       
blade       
femur       
vertebra       
TOTAL       

Table    Internal obstacle avoidance performance evaluation
object robustness measurement eciency safety
pocket     
blade     
femur     
vertebra     
TOTAL     
implemented internal avoidance algorithm reduces execution time by approximately
 minutes for every  measurements performed  The measurement eciency varies
according to number of measurements attempted at one iteration or it can be
aected by the shape of the object  For example Figure   shows the measurement
eciency at every iteration of reconstructing the sculptured pocket object  In
iteration  and  the measurement eciency is  this means that every new
measurement requires a dierent probe orientation  However Figure   shows
that a number of new measurement attempts at those iterations are small three
new measurements were taken at both iteration  The compressor blade object has
the worst average measurement eciency because the entire surface is concave 
These four experiments show measurement eciencies uctuate between  and
 
The overall statistics of  robustness  safety measure and  mea
surement eciency demonstrated the validity of obstacle avoidance algorithm and




This paper presents an approach to capture data by moving a probe and avoiding
collisions and to reconstruct sculptured surfaces using coordinate measuring ma
chines  This approach uses the surface approximation and speci	cation methods
and re	nement methodologies in the Alpha  system to model the data reverse
engineer multiple surfaces and make a solid model from the modeled surfaces 
An iterative approach is used to re	ne the Bspline surface model whose quality
is evaluated using the position dierences between the model and data points 
The process iterates until all the position dierences are below a user speci	ed
acceptable level  The current implementation has not been optimized  However the
integrated approach has already allowed issues in surface approximation sampling
plan obstacle avoidances and inspection to be investigated coherently and to
produce a basis for comparison in further investigations 
The SuRP was tested using a variety of objects with dierent shape and sizes 
Experimental results show that the system is an alternative to other object recon
struction systems  Overall initial experiments have shown the following diculties
in the current version

 The SuRP is time consuming to achieve an accurate model 
 The samples may not satisfy the Nyquist criteria  High frequency regions of
the object may not be reconstructed 
 The system can run into the inherent limitation of the approximation technique
in term of model accuracy 

 It is dicult to localize the surface boundaries especially if the object has
surface discontinuities 
 The surface mapping algorithm is inecient 
However the following advantages have been observered

 Models produced using SuRP have better accuracy than current remote sens
ing methods 
 Every model produced using SuRP has an uncertainty measure  This uncer
tainty measure gives a tolerance value of the model 
 By utilizing an iterative approach the accuracy of the model can be controlled 
If a better model needs to be obtained more iterations and data can be
acquired to improve the model 
 Path planning and obstacle avoidance algorithms can be utilized for an inspec
tion task 
 By utilizing full axis capability SuRP is able to measure some regions of
the object that are occluded from view by using remote sensing methods  It
can describe a variety of objects as one continuous surface 
 Using the control curves to approximate the data points allows distribution of
the data points better than using the rectangular control mesh 
 Accepted models are randomly sampled to ensure accuracy 
 The system is modular  This means that each component can be improved
independently 

 SuRP is intergrated with a powerful geometric modeler  This integration




Because the quality and eciency of the system depend on the solutions to the
surface estimation the surface representation issues need further work  A good
surface representation reduces the number of points needed aecting the sampling
plan and evaluation criteria  It also aects the reliability of the obstacle avoidance
routines  Currently hierarchical approximation is used to account for a poor model 
However due to the ineciency of the mapping process and the limitation of the
approximation techniques when the quantity of data points increases there is a
diminished return of model quality and exponential increase in the computation
time  One possible solution is to use interpolating surface patches  When there is
sucient accuracy in the reconstructed model the model can be decomposed into
numerous interpolating surface patches  Each patch would encompass a region of
the model with similar surface curvature and the surface tangent of each interpo
lating patch can be controlled to ensure continuity between adjacent patches 
In data acquisition issues eciency is an obvious direction of further research
an optimal path search for the external path planning and a better search technique
for internal obstacle avoidance should be investigated 
In addition to improving the eciency of the various algorithms used in this
system another direction of further research and development is in the area of
sensors fusion  By using a remote sensor in conjunction with the CMM it is
hoped that the overall system would oer the following advantages

 Remote sensors can provide the initial estimate of the object and the environ
ment 

 Accuracy of the model provided by remote sensors can be improved using the
CMM  Accuracy of the model provided by the CMM can also be improved by
remote sensors 
 Remote sensors can monitor the progress of the CMM manipulation and







































   Calibrating a probe orientation
   with pitch angle of 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   Moving around various obstacles
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